






INTRODUCTION 
 

The steady growth and prosperity of our company and the opening of our new company premises gave cause to the publication of this booklet, a 

booklet which will give a good impression of the nature and scope of our entire company. 

 

As we do so we look back with gratitude on the achievements both before and primarily during the past 30 years. 

The incorporation of a simple delivery service in 1907, JAC. STOOF, marked the beginnings of the development of a transport company that 

was taken over by the Stoof Bros in 1927. The rapid emergence of motorized transport at the time offered an interesting opportunity for the 

achievement of success in this sector. Moreover it transpired that the then modern means of transport could fulfill a great need. 

 

The transport company gradually expanded, and when Messrs Stoof began to specialize in extremely-heavy transport it once again became 

apparent that they had adopted the right course. Road transports that at the time were considered “impossible” were completed by the Stoof 

Company with the greatest of precision. The considerable and practical experience Messrs Stoof had by now acquired in the transport sector gave 

them the necessary self-confidence to perform a continual series of experiments. 

 

Modern public housing, whereby factories prefabricate large and heavy elements, were able to entrust their transports to The Stoof Company 

with the knowledge that they would be carried out to perfection. This in turn resulted in a fairly urgent need for an assembly department 

alongside the transport department. This gave cause to the formation of an assembly and disassembly department to provide services to the 

general construction-engineering sector. 

 

A wide variety of needs gave cause to the expansion and purchase of new and exclusive equipment. Today’s STOOF COMPANY possesses 

more than 80 units of mobile equipment, 





inclusive of small and large flatbeds, trailers, cranes, compressors, etc. Our trailers with capacities of up to 200 tonnes and our cranes with 

maximum lifting capacities of up 45 tonnes are undoubtedly unique in the transport and assembly business. 

Special heavy equipment, such as winches, jacks and gin pole derricks of 3 to 50 tonnes with a height of 60 meters, is available for the 

completion of the most difficult assignments in full accordance with the client’s wishes. 

 

The Sand and Gravel department, with in-house storage facilities and modern equipment, provides for the urgent needs of today’s extensive 

house-building program. 

We are certain that this richly-illustrated booklet will give a good impression of our extensive company, and hope that the company will receive 

the full attention to which it is certainly justified. 

In conclusion, we trust that the attention and dedication exhibited by our company shall also contribute to the growth and prosperity of our 

general national business community. 
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Het Limburgs Dagblad newspaper of 7-3-58 published the following article: 

 

From Heerlen to Treebeek 

ENORMOUS TRANSFORMER      transported by road. 

Ducking under viaducts 

 

Last Thursday an enormous 120-tonne 80 MVA step-up transformer was transported from Heerlen to the Emma State Mine in Treekbeek, where 

the transformer will be put into service in the high-pressure station currently under construction. Breda’s Transport-en Montagebedrijf Stoof 

transported the monster, loaded on a 40-tonne 23-meter long 32-wheel rigid flatbed trailer and drawn by an 8-meter 360 HP tractor unit, at a 

snail’s pace (and with today’s road transport a speed of 6 to 7 kilometers can certainly be described as a snail’s pace) from Heerlen to Treebeek. 

During the some ten-kilometer journey the transport needed to pass a footbridge in Heerlen’s Gasthuisstraat street, a grade crossing at the 

Kloosterkoolhof, a steel bridge at Heerlerheide, and a viaduct at Brunssum. The transformer, which was constructed by Transformatorenfabriek 

N.V. Willem Smit and Co’s, Nijmegen, was 4.18 meters tall. When loaded on the flatbed trailer in the normal position the transformer was too 

high to pass under the viaducts. However, the flatbed trailer’s large deck could be lowered, and at each viaduct the colossus descended slightly to 

allow the transport to pass under. Nevertheless a problem was encountered at the Bodemplein viaduct in Brunssum, where the ceiling of the 

viaduct is twelve centimeters further from the road on the Brunssum side than on the Langerberg side. This was resolved by transporting the 

monster under the viaduct on the Rimburgerweg before returning to the planned route. 

The valuable monster arrived at the Emma State Mine in the afternoon. Messrs C.J. Stoof and A.A. Stoof of the Breda transport company were in 

attendance during the transport. Mr J. Handgraaf of the Nijmegen Transformatorenfabriek N.V. Willem Smit and Co’s large transformer 

department was also present. A detachment from the Heerlen municipal police, under the management of Inspector J. Aarts, escorted the 

transport in a superb manner and directed the traffic at many points along the route. The Brunssum municipal police force also provided 

assistance in their district. 

The transport was also attended by Mr Hoppe, Chief Commissioner of the Traffic Department in The Hague and Mr Coolen, Chief Inspector of 

the National Transport Inspectorate in Limburg. The State and Provincial Public Works Department collaborated in full with the transport. The 

transformer had already been transported from Nijmegen to Heerlen on a special railroad car. 

 

Our special trailer for the transport of garage doors, destined for defense purposes. 













De Kamper Courant newspaper of 28-8-’53 published an article including the following: 

 

THE COLUMN MOVED TODAY 

Successful “procession on 32 wheels” 

 

Kampen’s photographers had a busy time of it! This morning, between ten and eleven-thirty, the Liberation Column was moved from the Nieuwe 

Markt to the Dam via a major (necessary) detour through the city. Kampen’s amateur photographers, intent on recording the Column’s unusual 

journey, were clicking away along the entire route. Hundreds of spectators lined the route to see the remarkable “float” pass by. Perhaps many of 

those watching briefly hoped that the entire monster topple and crash mightily to the ground somewhere safe along the route; after all, everyone 

has a certain yearning for sensation. However, the procession – on 32 wheels with extra-inflated tires – was completed in according to plan, and 

without any disruption whatsoever. 

 

And now it just needed to be unloaded…. 

 

One of the most interesting elements of the transport took place at the beginning of the move yesterday afternoon. The first step was to skid the 

hefty monument (with pedestal, foundations and all!) onto the low 32-wheel trailer. 

 

The Column is skidded onto sliding beams 

 





This job took from about two to six o’clock, and was watched by numerous municipal authorities. Two tow trucks with enormous winches, 

cables and pulleys pulled the colossus inch by inch out of the ground via a skid track of heavy iron beams onto the trailer. This left quite a big 

hole in the road surface of the Nieuwe Markt, which the public works department has since filled with sand and finished with paving bricks. 

During the course of today the same job will be carried out in reverse sequence on the Dam; the Column will be allowed to descend from the 

trailer onto a skid track of heavy beams, and then skidded into the pit excavated in the road. 

 

It was a truly fantastic sight when, at about ten o’clock this morning, the tall monster began its journey through the city: a monster with a total 

weight – monument, cribbing and trailer – of about 80,000 to 90,000 kg. The transport passed through the Gasthuisstraat, behind the Town Hall 

and, after negotiating a number of sharp corners around the Stadsherberg, entered the IJsselkade and slowly continued its stately journey along 

the IJsselkade and the De la Sablonièkade. It then passed through the Boven Havenstraat without problems, passed around the Lyceum high 

school, and continued along the drie Ebbingestraten (whereby not one drain or sewer was broken) directly to its new position on the Dam. 

 

On occasion the ‘cap’ of the Monument took a branch with it; a playful gesture which certainly gave the entire operation something of the 

semblance of a procession. At eleven-thirty the Liberation Monument completed its trouble-free journey on its arrival at the Dam. 

 

The transport on its way through the inner city 

 





























The Zaanlander local daily paper for the Zaanstreek published the following article about this transport:  

 

MONSTER TRANSPORT OVER POLDER AND DITCH 

 

The ground shook when the colossus was lowered 

 

At about two-thirty yesterday afternoon work began on the last phase of the transport of a gigantic drying and glazing cylinder destined for the 

Van Gelder Zonen paper factory in Wormer. The job attracted a great deal of interest, since this last phase could have been confronted with a 

large number of difficulties; the cylinder – six meters tall, and together with its crate of a weight of no less than almost one hundred tonnes – 

needed to be shifted over a levee at Wormer’s Sluisgat, maneuvered over a ditch, and then skidded some seven hundred meters over a meadow to 

the rear of the factory to the location of the new building. 

 













A journey with the giants of the road 

 

This was the heading the Arnhemse Courant newspaper chose for its article of 11-2-’52, in which the paper gave an extremely detailed 

description of the transport of a 45-tonne glazing cylinder as witnessed by a special reporter. 

The following are a number of interesting excerpts from the article: 

 

…. a unit of this nature weighs no less than 45,000 kg, and that’s not something you simply put in the back of a delivery van. Moreover you can’t 

transport it as general cargo on the railroad, and the Van Gend en Loos carriers are also accustomed to somewhat smaller weights. However this 

transport is right up the street of Breda’s Stoof Company – or, in other words, the “giants of the road”. 

 

…. before the transport could take place it was necessary to determine precisely which bridges would be able to withstand the load, whether the 

4.50-meter wide and 5.25 meter tall monster would be able to pass under the tram lines, whether the viaducts that would need to be passed were 

high enough and wide enough, and whether the road could bear the weight, etc. Just exploring the possibilities involved a four-day stay in 

Germany for Messrs Stoof before they found a suitable route. 

 

…. in its entirety the transport weighed at least 54 tonnes, and it was carried on a special 32-wheel flatbed trainer propelled by a 10-wheel tractor 

unit – a total of 42 wheels in all. 

 

…. solely Stoof, the Dutchman, on the bridge. Cologne had issued permits to allow the transport to cross two bridges. All traffic was barred 

from the Rhine Bridge when the transport crossed the bridge. No-one was allowed over – only Stoof, the Dutchman, with his throbbing diesel 

engine and the monster behind him. The transport also crossed the Krefeld-Uerlingen bridge. And now it was possible to see that Stoof’s 

transport had passed over the bridge. Immediately after the crossing it was clear that the bridge had subsided by 10 centimeters; the bridge has 

since then recovered to some extent, at least in so far as it has now slowly risen by 4 centimeters again. 

 

…. the convoy could start off…. at the front the car with the transport police, behind that a gritting truck from the State Public Works 

Department, then our press photographer, and then “the monster”. The rear of the convoy was comprised of a car with an Engineer of the State 

Public Works Department and a further car with Stoof personnel. And so the convoy could move onto to Dutch soil. 
 



… the roads were covered with snow, and the men from the State Public Works Department continually threw grit under the wheels. Everything 

went smoothly until the first hill in Beek, with its peak close to the French boarding school. And this mountain seemed insurmountable… the 

road had become slippery due to the continuing blizzard, and the tractor unit’s wheels spun round without getting a grip on the road surface. 

Stoof’s crew had to regularly throw grit under each separate wheel. The transport, jerking forwards and then sliding backwards, finally managed 

to climb the mountain – a 5-minute ascent by foot – after a struggle of nearly one hour. 

 

…. the convoy passed through Arnhem fairly quickly, in an hour and a quarter. Hundreds of spectators watched the dangerous game of lifting the 

tram lines whilst they were still live – and the necessary measures were also required for the notorious “humps”. 

… these experienced men were full of praise for the fantastic maneuvering skills of the Brabant driver, who did not relinquish the wheel for one 

second during the entire journey. There wasn’t one millimeter clearance available when it was necessary to brake. In addition, the monster also 

stood completely still on the steep Paul Krűgerstraat when it was necessary. 

 

…. the entire population of Loenen had come out to watch the convoy go by, and gradually the transport grew into a true triumphal procession. 

This region’s population is closely involved in the weal and woe of the paper industry, for which this heavy cylinder was intended. 

 

… the convoy arrived at the final destination…. The enormous caravan passed through the narrow street between the small houses. In the light 

from the floodlights it was possible to see how the large cylinder passed slowly by, resemblant of a giant. The residents stood packed together 

along the hedges and stared upwards as the cylinder slid by in the darkness like a prehistoric monster. Only now was it possible to appreciate the 

dimensions, and it was no surprise that the villagers talked about nothing else than this transport – a unique occurrence that would be the subject 

of tall stories for many days to come. 

 

… the Brabant driver seemed to be indefatigable. His skills lay in the full control of his vehicle and in the completely composed manner in 

which, inwardly tense but outwardly unmoved, he took on each challenge as it came. 

 

…. the feverish work involved in completing the transport on time was rewarded. At six-thirty the tow stood on the factory site, once the 

numerous bends had been conquered in an unparalleled manner. 

 

…. It was an excellent end to a very moving day – a day when we were able to accompany the “giants of the road” whilst they carried out a tough 

job, in part due to the kind cooperation of Messrs Stoof and Schut. 


















